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Abstract
Hepatic myelopathy (HM) is a rare neurological complication of chronic liver disease, causing
progressive spastic paraplegia or quadriplegia in the extremities with minimal sensory or sphincter impairment. In this article, the authors present one additional case with HM, with an exceptional clinical picture of painful tonic spasms within both thighs as the main complaint. A reduction in pain coinciding with a reduction in spasticity from treatments such as baclofen suggests a
causal relationship between the two. We stress the importance of early recognizing this symptom
before the spinal cord damage becomes irreversible.
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1. Introduction
Patients with chronic liver disease (CLD) frequently experience neurologic sequelae. The most common and
widely recognized is the reversible syndrome of hepatic encephalopathy (HE). There are also comparatively rare
and largely irreversible conditions such as acquired hepatocerebral degeneration [1] and hepatic myelopathy
(HM) [2]. The typical scenario of HM is the progressive spasticity and paraplegia (sometimes quadriplegia) in
the extremities due to a symmetric myelin loss in the lateral corticospinal tracts of the spinal cord. Upper motor
neuron syndrome (UMNS), which is attributed to the similar damage to the upper motor neurons or the des*
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cending corticospinal system, results in neurological motor overactivity including spasticity [3]. Pain, as a component of UMNS, sometimes replaced by other disagreeable sensations specified as cramp, tingling, numbness,
or discomfort, is a frequently cited indication for the treatment of spasticity such as multiple sclerosis (MS) [4],
spinal cord injury [5], traumatic brain injury and stroke [6]. Herein, the authors present an additional case of HM,
apart from quadriparesis, with an exceptional clinical picture of painful tonic spasm accompanied by a disagreeable numbness sensation within both thighs.

2. Case Report
A 45-year-old man was admitted on March 6, 2014, because of a tingling sensation within both thighs which
had proceeded over the previous 3 months. The attacks were brief, tingling or lance like, lasting less than 2 minutes, and might occur as frequently as several times per hour, prominent during nighttime. In addition, he felt
weak and disagreeably numb in the lower extremities, though ambulatory in his daily life. He was once treated
as an in-patient in several other hospitals with suspected diagnoses of “lateral femoral cutaneous neuritis”,
“myofascial pain syndrome” respectively. Nevertheless the outcome seemed to be unrewarding. Gradually his
nocturnal leg cramps became more serious, and his walking became unsteady, tripping over objects. On admission he could still walk without help. There was no sphincter or erectile dysfunction. He was diagnosed as
chronic hepatitis B, and found to have elevated plasma aminotransferase when he was treated in another hospital
3 months ago. There was neither history of liver cirrhosis nor recurrent prior episodes of hepatic encephalopathy
nor recurrent jaundice or hematemesis. He had neither personal history of alcohol consumption nor family history of liver and neurological illnesses. On examination, the patient was alert, cooperative and orientated. He
had no speech disturbance. There was no palmar erythema, spider-agioma, nor peripheral edema. The abdomen
was flat without small venous collaterals. The spleen, liver and kidney were not palpable. There were no Kayser-Fleischer corneal rings. On neurological examination, cranial nerve examinations were normal. Spastic quadriparesis was observed. Muscle tone was increased. Tendon reflexes in all four extremities were brisk with respective Rossolimo sign and Babinski sign positive. Muscle strength in the proximal limbs was decreased (MRC
grade 4). There was no clonus. In addition to spastic quadriparesis, the patient had pin-prick and touch sensory
deficit within the lower extremities though that to the vibratory stimulation was still preserved. There was neither atrophy nor fasciculation. There was no evidence of extrapyramidal dysfunction. Hemogram was normal.
Coagulation status showed no impairment. Liver function tests revealed raised alanine aminotransferase and aspartate aminotransferase. Serum bilirubin, ammonia and albumin level were normal. Serum Vitamin B12 and
foliate values were within normal ranges. Serum antibodies to human T cell lymphotrophic virus (HTLV-1) and
Hepatitis C virus were absent. HBs antibody was negative, and HBsAg, HBc antibody, HBe antibody were positive. Copper values of serum and urine were normal. Cerebrospinal fluid examination (pressure, Pandy, protein,
glucose levels, cell counts, and IgG index analysis) revealed no abnormality. Figure 1 showed that Abdomen
CT exhibited features of liver cirrhosis. EEG was normal. Figure 2 showed that Cranial and whole spinal cord
MRI showed no abnormalities. Nerve conduction and electromyography was normal. The emission computerized tomographic bone imaging and color Doppler study of the blood vessels in the lower extremities showed
no abnormality. After several weeks of liver protection, together with oral baclofen, the patient’s pain got relieved, but the neurological examination remained unchanged. He was discharged one month later. On the basis

Figure 1. Abdomen CT exhibited features of liver cirrhosis.
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Figure 2. Cranial and whole spinal cord MRI showed no abnormalities.

of the above-mentioned information, taking the current liver disease into consideration and by exclusion of other
possible causes, we located the lesion responsible in the spinal cord, and established the diagnosis of HM, attributing the pain to the muscle spasticity. It seemed that baclofen, a derivative of gamma-aminobutyric acid primarily used to treat spasticity, produced a marked effect.

3. Discussion
HM is a rare neurological complication of CLD, causing progressive spastic paraplegia or quadriplegia in the
extremities with minimal sensory or sphincter impairment [2]. There is no special diagnostic tool for HM and it
has to be established presumptively on clinical grounds after exclusion of other possible causes of spastic paraOALibJ | DOI:10.4236/oalib.1102078
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lysis. Cranial MRI of our case showed no abnormalities, eliminating latent brain lesions. Negative spinal cord
MRI supported HM in the differential diagnosis, because MRI was essential to rule out such etiologies involving
infarction, myelitis or compression of the spinal cord (epidural cord compression or intrinsic cord tumor). The
most common scenario of MS is sensory symptoms, optic neuritis, extensive transverse myelitis including motor
or bladder involvement, brain stem symptoms, and Lhermitte’s phenomenon [7]. Brain MRI is abnormal in the
majority of patients with MS. Visual evoked potentials, oligoclonal bands, and spinal cord MRI are useful if the
MRI brain is negative and in patients with a progressive presentation. Our case did not show any of the above
manifestations or abnormalities. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patients complain, most often, of progressive weakness in the distal limbs. However, weakness may manifest in any body segment (bulbar, cervical, thoracic, or lumbosacral). Nerve conduction and electromyography studies improve diagnostic sensitivity. However,
the result of the present case is normal. Other entities which is needed to be excluded include hereditary spastic
paraplegia, subacute combined degeneration, Wilson syndrome, and human T cell lymphoma virus 1 (HTLV-1)
infection, but there was no family history of neurological disorders, serum Vitamin B12 and folate values were
in normal ranges, copper values of serum and urine were normal, and serum antibody to human T cell lymphotrophicvirus (HTLV-1) was absent.
It was suggested that the features in our patient were plausible HM: spastic quadriparesis, which was progressive and permanent, directly presenting to us as an unusual initial form of presentation of liver cirrhosis. Although the HM patients with liver cirrhosis manifested symptoms usually in the end stage of liver disease with
prior evidence of liver dysfunction, through reviewing the literature, we still found 15 reported cases without
cirrhosis [8]-[13] and 2 cases similarly presenting with neurologic dysfunction as an unusual initial form of
presentation of liver cirrhosis [14]. Cirrhosis often presents insidiously. Therefore, the physicians discover latent
cirrhosis coincidentally during evaluation of some other unrelated disease in 20% of cirrhotic patients [15].
The present case differed from the previously reported HM in the presence of the symptom of remarkable
pain attributed to the muscle spasticity which was relieved by baclofen. The damage to the upper motor neurons
or the descending corticospinal system often results in neurological motor overactivity including spasticity [3].
Pain, sometimes replaced by other disagreeable sensations specified as cramp, tingling, numbness, or discomfort,
is a frequently cited indication for the treatment of spasticity in the UMNS which is attributed to the damage of
the similar lesions and frequently described in MS [4], spinal cord injury [5], traumatic brain injury and stroke
[6]. A reduction in pain coinciding with a reduction in spasticity from treatments such as baclofen suggests a
causal relationship between the two [16]. Since Leigh and Card [2] firstly recognized myelopathy in patients
with liver failure in 1949 and Zieve [17] described the pathological findings in 1960, a consensus has been established that a symmetric myelin loss in the lateral corticospinal tracts of the spinal cord result in the progressive spasticity and paraplegia (sometimes quadriplegia) in the extremities. Increased muscle tone and hyperreflexia are the most common findings. Various plantar responses including flexor responses have been described
[18] [19]. Painful tonic spasms, as an unusual form of manifestation, has been described at a glance incidentally
but never emphasized in isolated literatures [20]-[24]. The remarkable pain of our patient is noteworthy because
of its demonstrating that, HM, with damage to corticospinal tracts of the spinal cord as the main pathophysiological mechanism, can also manifest painful tonic spasm, one component of the UMNS. Although the concurrence of pain and spasticity is well-known, the pathophysiological mechanisms are not [16]. However, there are
some plausible possibilities such as pain from intermittent muscle contraction, musculoskeletal consequences of
abnormal postures (due to spasticity and spastic dystonia), or secondary tissue damage from abnormal postures
[16].
Unlike HE, the conservative treatment of HM is usually considered inefficient. Liver transplantation should
be considered as the first therapeutic option and performed before the spinal cord damage becomes irreversible
[25] [26]. Pharmacologic agents that can be administered through different routes play an important part in
treatment aimed at relieving spasticity, pain, and minimizing functional deficits caused by UMNS. Such options
including baclofen [27], gabapentin [28], synthetic cannabinoid [29], and botulinum toxin A [30] and so on may
be tried to improve mobility with decreased spasticity, although the effectiveness is not confirmed.

4. Conclusion
HM patients may present with an exceptional clinical picture of painful tonic spasms within both thighs as the
main complaint. A reduction in pain coinciding with a reduction in spasticity from treatments such as baclofen
OALibJ | DOI:10.4236/oalib.1102078
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suggests a causal relationship between the two. We stress the importance of early recognizing this symptom before the spinal cord damage becomes irreversible.
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